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Thesis: Consistently showing integrity and taking initiative,
can have a profound impact on both individuals and

organizations, eventually shaping a positive
and productive culture.

● G. Shawn Hunter: G. Shawn Hunter is an author, speaker, and leadership
expert. Hunter received his bachelor's degree in psychology from the University
of Colorado and a master's degree in organizational development from
Pepperdine University.  He is the founder and CEO of Mindscaling, a  company
that creates smart, effective, and engaging learning programs for organizations
around the world.  Moreover, he authored several books on leadership, including
"Out Think: How Innovative Leaders Drive Exceptional Outcomes," and "Small Acts
of Leadership: 12 Intentional Behaviors that Lead to Big Impact."  Hunter has over 25
years of experience in leadership development and has worked with a wide range of
organizations, including Fortune 500 companies, start-ups, and non-profit
organizations.
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Why this book is important for the Military Professional:
"Small Acts of Leadership" by G. Shawn Hunter will provide military professionals invaluable understanding and
helpful guidance on how to become an effective leader in a highly dynamic and challenging environment. This book
can help improve leadership skills, professional development, adapting to change, and create a more positive and
productive environment for subordinates.

Act/(muv)trans. verb 1. a(1):to go or pass to another place or in a certain direction
with a continuous motion: Move

Chapter one: Believe in Yourself

● Hunter stated, “The strength of our belief in our abilities to accomplish our goals and achieve our potential is
self-efficacy.”

● In order to lead successfully we must have self-efficacy and self-esteem.
● Strong self-efficacy leads to:

○ Deeper interest
○ Greater commitment
○ Recover quickly from setbacks

● Believing in yourself drives us to make our own luck by:
○ Trusting intuition
○ Facing challenges
○ Expecting the best outcome

● Thriving instead of panicking:
○ Move from fear to resolve
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○ Seeing a light in the void
○ Turning workplace stress into opportunity

● Living true to ourselves:
○ Be authentic
○ Take on dreams and challenges
○ Don’t live for others

Chapter two: Building Confidence

● True confidence happens from the following component:
○ Preparation-practice skills
○ Visualization-recollecting performances
○ Great coaching-builds confidence
○ Innate advantages-avoid arrogance
○ Social support-works towards a clear goal
○ Self-awareness-”Can I do this?”, increases critical thinking
○ Trust-significant factor to develop trust with teams

● Hunters said, “Building confidence sometimes comes down to personal acts of courage.”
● In order to build confidence you must start with a choice to step up and look at your own behaviors and

attitude.
● Make it easy on yourself by removing hurdles. Less energy equals more likeliness!

Chapter three: Introduce Challenges

● Hunter said, “we should treat failure not as a character flaw but rather a character builder.”
● Shifting goals from performance to learning:

○ Performing goals are tied to ego.
○ Learning goals are tied to learning something new.

● Identify the organizations mindset:
○ Pervade culture
○ Listen to how people talk

■ Feedback
■ Failures
■ Mistakes

● No matter the industry you are in, we should look for the best talent.
● Continually offer your team challenges and the environment to keep them at the top of their game.
● People want a place of work where they can reach their greatest experience potential and success.
● The greatest leaders are from inside the organization. To keep them you must present meaningful work and

challenges.

Chapter four: Express Gratitude

● Finding gratitude is essential to greater accomplishments of our team.
● The effects of gratitude can be instrumental for our team.  Below are characteristics that are helpful:

○ Make meaningful progress
■ Express  creativity
■ Revitalize dormant relationships
■ Assume leadership
■ Be of service.

○ Support the work
■ Support peers, leaders, and friends
■ Give work to someone else
■ Play the supporting role

○ Perform small acts of kindness
■ Be a beacon of hope
■ Being kind leaders leads to more kindness



○ Look outside the box
■ See each obstacle as a gift
■ Be grateful for both good and bad experiences

○ Increase engagement by appreciating others
■ Increases our outlook and feelings
■ Can make someone's day

Chapter five: Fuel Curiosity

● Hunter said, “ We shouldn’t be afraid to challenge assumptions made within an organization and be
relentlessly, assertively curious, not letting ourselves or others dampen our quest for answers.”

● Real experts are easy to identify because they will never say I don’t know.  Below are traits of experts:
○ Assertively curious
○ Never settle for accepted rules
○ Stay curious and persistent
○ Ask lots of questions

● Assertive curiosity facilitates a work environment that has empathy and understanding for all.
● Fueling curiosity will lead to better results for the whole organization.
● Many rewards can come from persistent curiosity.
● When we are more curious, more possibilities open.  You never know unless you ask!

Chapter six: Grant Autonomy

● Hunter stated, “When we feel like we own much of what we do, we tend to take responsibility, and really love
our work.  And when we love our work, we learn faster.”

● When assigning tasks or projects, keep in mind which member would enjoy that specific task.
● When we love our work it leads to more passion.
● Providing greater autonomy produces:

○ Conscientious decisions
○ Unconditional support
○ Possibility

● Allow your teams to make decisions on a project even when you know it will fail.  This enables learning about
why the project did not work.

● Dealing with a difficult boss can be toxic.  The quality of our boss or work culture can affect our mood, health
and home relationships.

● Toxic work environments is linked to:
○ High blood pressure
○ Hypertension
○ Heart attacks

● Below are ways to assist when dealing with a difficult boss:
○ Give him/her credit
○ Bring him/her down to earth
○ Support him/her

● If you can no longer deal with a difficult boss, there are legitimate reasons to quit:
○ It’s impairing your health.
○ It’s a professional dead end.
○ It’s devoid of challenges.

Chapter seven: Strive for Authenticity

● Hunter stated, “A little more than half of us, at one time or another, experience periods of intense loneliness in
our professional lives.”

● Loneliness causes us to feel alienated, not belonging, estranged, and lose sleep.
● To counter the effects of loneliness in the workplace, we should create an inclusive environment.



● When we do not feel like we belong in the workplace we tend to hide our a authentic self and aspects of our
lives such as:

○ Family obligations
○ Socioeconomic background
○ Ethnicity
○ Physical health

● Many people will hide parts of their identity for fear of being ostracized or stigmatized. Ways in which
individuals conceal their identity are:

○ Health conditions
○ Political values
○ Religion
○ Parental obligations

● Leaders should foster a culture of openness, inclusion, and social acceptance,  This will allow individuals to be
their authentic self.

Chapter eight: Be Fully Present

● To be fully present we must focus on the task at hand, listen with intent, ignore obstacles, and have awareness
of our peoples temperament and moods.

● One way to be fully present is through mindfulness.  To be mindful one must be present, open, and aware.
● Merriam-webster defines mindfulness as, “the practice of maintaining a nonjudgmental state of heightened or

complete awareness of one’s thoughts, emotions, or experience on a moment-to moment basis.”
● Hunter stated, “mindfulness teaches us to understand our lives as one integrated whole.”
● We must be fully present in our work.

○ Shut down electronics.  Electronics decreases:
■ Active listening
■ Processing
■ Problem solving
■ Engagement

● We need to stop multitasking.  You can do many things okay but you can do one thing great!
● Multitasking limits our ability to perform a task to our fullest capability.  We must turn off the phone or computer

and give undivided attention to the task or person in front of us.

Chapter nine: Inspire Others

● Inspiring others in the workplace is associated to:
○ Positive culture
○ Organizational integrity
○ Strong foundation
○ Sense of community
○ Greater appreciation
○ Personal fulfillment

● When inspiring yourself and others you should encourage seeking one's life's calling.
● A calling is something bigger than yourself and it will lead to inspiring others.
● Martin Luther King Jr said it best, “If a man is called to be a street sweeper he should sweep streets even as

Micheal Angelo painted, or Beethoven composed music, or Shakespeare wrote poetry…..If you can't be the
sun, be the star.  It isn’t by size that you win or fail.  Be the best at whatever you are.”

● Creating energy in the workplace inspires and leads to more success.
● Below are characteristic of energizers within an organization:

○ They are fully present.
○ They follow through.
○ They add value instead of trying to top others.
○ They share their vitality.
○ They open up to possibilities.

● Telling real-life stories can lead to inspiring others.



Chapter ten: Clarify Rules

● Every organization must have individuals in the right roles and everyone must know each person's role.
● Roles and relationships should be present throughout the organization.
● Communication within a great team have the following attributes:

○ Simple and consistent
○ Short and targeted
○ balanced

● Defining roles through small team rituals can prove to be powerful.
● Putting the support team within an organization first is immensely important. There would be no team without

the support team.
● Support teams are the reason the organization exists in the first place.
● Hunter stated, “We need to nourish our people first.  The only difference between ordinary and extraordinary is

the decision we make–when we put our teams first, our expectations, and our work, will go great places.”

Chapter eleven: Defy Communications

● Positive deviance can result in behavior that is honorable.  This behavior should be applauded within any
organization.

● Gretch Sprietzer stated, “It has a profound effect on the individuals and organizations that partake and benefit
from such activities.”

● Organizations should be aware of unethical behavior within an organization.
● Unethical behavior can lead to “normalization of deviance”.
● Embracing positive deviance can lead to increased:

○ Revenue
○ Loyalty
○ Innovation
○ Courage and curiosity

Chapter twelve: Take a Break

● One small act that leaders should not overlook is taking a break
● Taking a break or hitting the pause button can lead to:

○ New perspective
○ Creative energy and innovation
○ Better reaction time
○ Calm and refreshed thinking

● Sleep is another key element when taking breaks.  Lack of sleep leads to:
○ Recklessness
○ Accidents
○ Social withdrawal

● Hunter stated, “American adults are consuming more than eleven hrs of digital media daily.” Taking a break
from technology is key to better communication and productivity.

● Breaks do not have to be 15 minutes, they can consist of mini breaks throughout the day,  This will allow us to
recharge.

● Hunter closed with, “ It is not intermittent, extraordinary actions that separate great leaders from everyone
else; rather mindful leaders consistently do the simple things–like knowing when to take a
break–extraordinarily well.  When we start by doing the small things well, big things can happen.”

If your office or command is in need of one book or a hundred we would be honored to source them
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